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ABSTRACT

The application of positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) to the

characterization and study of defects in wetals produced by radiation

dacage is discussed. The physical basis for the positron annihilation

techniques (lifetime, Doppler broadening, angular correlation) is intro-

duced and the techniques briefly described. Sore cxar.ples of the applica-

tion of PAS to radiation darage analysis are presented with a view toward

elucidating the particular advantages of PAS over nore traditional defect

characterization techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Positron annihilation spectroscopy {PAS} has in recent years become

a valuable new tool for investigating defects in metals. The ability of

the positron to localize in a trapped state at various defect sites, in

which the positron annihilates with unique characteristics, has enabled

the positron to be used as a localized probe of these defect sites. Several

reviews of the application of PAS to the study of defects in metals have

been published [!-£)» as have more general treatises on the applications

cf positron annihilation to the study of solids L9,10J. PAS has made,

and has considerably greater potential for, a significant contribution

to radiation damage analysis in two areas of importance: (1) the deter-

mination of atomic-defect properties, a knowledge of which is necessary for

the modeling required to couple the results of node! experiments using

electron and ion irradiation with the expected irradiation conditions of

reactor systems, and (2) the monitoring and characterization of irradiation-

induced nicrostructure development. A unique aspect of PAS for radiation

damage analysis is the defect specificity of the annihilation characteristics

of a trapped positron. In addition to its value as an independent analytical

tool, PAS can be a useful complement to more traditional techniques for defect

studies.

II. POSITRON ANNIHILATION

The physical basis for PAS can be described with the aid of fin- T.

When a positron (e ) is injected into a metal, usually from a radioactive
op

source such as Ha, it becomes rapidly (-*•! ps) thermalized resulting in a

positron initially in a Bloch state (see fig. 2) in the lattice, but which

can subsequently be trapped in a highly localized state in a defect (e.g.,

see fig. 3). At a time <$t (distributed from zero up to some hundreds of



ps) after j»ositrot) injection into the rcotal, signaled in the case of a
22
f«a positron source by the essentially simultaneous emission of a 1.23

"birth"* fray, the positron will annihilate with an elect, M yielding,

almost always, two »-rays.

Although tiie positron lifetimes and source intensities arc such thai

no rore than one positron usually exists in the metal sample at a given in-

stant, the PAS rceasurcment techniques integrate over a large mj.'.ibcr (ofte.i

'-10*) of annihilation events. The distribution of the measured -t values

for a number of these events yields information regarding the total electro. 1

density »"(r) in the region of positron-electron annihilation, since the

rate of positron annihilation, >., equal to the reciprocal of the positron

Hfetina, is give;* by the overlap integral of the electron and positron

densities as

(r).'+(?) d3r , (1)

where r is the classical electron radius, c is the velocity of l ight and

P (?) is the positron density in the crystal. A typical set of experimental

positron l i fet ime spectra are shown in f i g . 4 for pure a-Fe with and without

defects (from Ref. H? ] ) . I t can be seen from f i g . 4 that the presence of

defects in the «-Fe increases the observed positron l i fet imes, a result of

the positron being trapped and subsequently annihilating in a region of

lowor-than-average electron density, the defect (e.g. , vacancy, dislocation,

void).

Owing to the necessity of energy ?nd momentum conservation in the annih-

i la t ion process, the two v-rays resulting from the electron-positron pair

annihilation each have an energy equal to the rest-mass energy of an electron
2

or positron (me = 511 keV) plus or minus an energy increment AE and pro-

pagate in opposite directions plus or minus an angular deviation -J (see

fig. 1). The deviations AE and & arise from the net momentum of the annihil-

ating positron-electron pair. However, since the positrons have only thermal

energies (x Kl) just prior to annihilation, the values of AE and o correspond

to essentially only the momenta of the annihilating crystal electrons, either

valence or core, with the higher-momentum core electrons contributing pro-



portionately more to the largest values of AE and o. This can be seen in
fig. 5 in which typical angular-correlation curves, N(o) versus o, are
shown for Al at 100IC containing no vacancies, Al at 600K containing ^10"
vacancies, and Al containing voids (from Ref. [5]). Since fewer core
electrons are present at the defect site at which the positron is trapped,
and from which it subsequently annihilates, the angular-correlation curves
are seen to be more sharply peaked for the Al containing vacancies or voids.
A similar effect on the Doppler-broadening spectra, P(AE) versus AE, also
results from the presence of defect traps for the positron.

The similarity of information available from Doppler-broadening and
angular-correlation experiments (of the one-dimensional or long-slit type)
can be most easily seen by comparing the expressions for N(o) and P(AE) in
terms of the independent-particle model probability, R(p), that positron-
electron annihilation yields 2Y-emission with total momentum p:

d3rR(P) - *r0
2c E nk | f

k J

where v.(r) and #i,(r) are the positron and electron wavefunctions, respectively,
n. is the Fermi function, and k represents both the electron wavevector
ic and the band index. The expressions for N(e) and P(AE) are then

N(e2) .= ff dpxdpy R(p) (3)

and

P(AEX) = jjdpydp2 R(f) , (4) .

where the direction of the emitted Y-rays has been taken as x in a Cartesian
coordinate system, and the momenta, angles and energies are related by
p. = moo. and AE. = cp., where m is the electron mass. Indeed the positron
lifetime, T = x"1, gives even more-integral information regarding the region
from which it annihilates, as can be seen from its expression in terms of
R(p) as:



= A = (2i>)"3 f <J3p R(p) , (5)

which is equivalent to eq. (1). However, since the average electron density

at a defect site can be quite defect specific, positron lifetime measurements

have offered a unique method for investigating, for example, vacancy-clustering

processes at the smallest cluster sizes. The momentum measurements (angular

correlation or Doppler broadening) can also yield detailed defect-specific

information, as indicated by eqs. (3) and (4), but few attempts to date

have been made to apply this information to defect studies. A further

advance in this area should come from the advent of two-dimensional angular-

correlation studies on metals containing defects [13], since the annihilation

spectrum obtained from such experiments,

H(ez.oy) - / d p x R(p)

yields the least-integral, and hence most detailed, information regarding

the region from which the positron annihilates.

III. TRAPPING MODEL

The results of PAS experiments on metals containing defects are normally

analyzed in terms of the two-state trapping i:;odel [14-16]. In this nodel

it is assumed that the positron: (1) exists in either one of only two

states in the metal, the bulk or Bloch state (see fig. 2) and the defect-

trapped state (e.g., see fig. 3), in relative concentrations nb(t) and

nt(t), respectively; (2) enters the system at tinie t=0 only through the

Blocli state; and (3) is thermalized at t=0. This model can thus be

described by the set of coupled differential equations:

- -v- - vt (7a)



dn^
— = +nkK.-n4.X. , (7b)

where A. and X. are the positron-annihilation rates in the Bloch (lattice)
and defect-trapped states, respectively, and K. is the total transition
or trapping rate of the positron from the Bloch state to its defect-trapped
state. The positron lifetimes in the Bloch and defect-trapped states are
defined by Tfa = A^ and xt = xt , respectively.

Equations (7a and b) are readily solved to yield an expression for the
fraction H(t) of positrons present in the system at time t

N(t) = nfa(t) + nt(t)

= (1-I2)exp(-A1t) + I2 exp(-A2t) , (8)

where A,, A2 , and I 2 are the decay rates and intensity that can be obtained
from a deconvolution analysis of an observed position lifetime spectrum.
An experimentally observed lifetime spectrum for such a system is the time
derivative of eq. (8) convoluted with the resolution function of the experi-
mental lifetime apparatus plus any additional contribution from the positron

*
source itself (see fig. 4). The experimentally obtainable parameters A-., iu,
and U are related to the physical quantities A. , A , and K by:

Ab = (1-I2)A1 + I2A2 = A1 - <t (9a)

At = A2 (9b)

Kt = I2 ^Al " A2^'

*Use is made here of the ergodic hypothesis, which draws the equivalence
between a set of sequential individual events (e.g., positron-electron
pair annihilations in a metal) and the time average or sum of these events
(e.g., an experimentally collected lifetime or momentum spectrum).



It can be seen from eqs. (8) and (9) that Ap = T ~ is the decay rate

corresponding to the position in its defect-trapped state and may thus

be used in determining the nature of the defect trap present in the metal.

The intensity l.p* on the other hand, is directly related to the probability

of position trapping at the defect and is thus a measure of the defect-trap

concentration.

The mean positron lifetime, T, is given by

•• /;(t) dt - * » W & ) OOa>

= O-At) xb + AtTt , (10b)

where

At« £ xtH{t)At ~ ̂ (11)

is the probability that the positron annihilates frora the defect-trapped

state. An expression analagous to eq. (10b) can be written for any of

the characteristic shape-parameters, which we denote gsnerically by F,

obtained from analyses of the angular-correlation or I'oppler-broad&taing

spectra. Thus,

F = (l-At)Fb + AtFfc . 02)

where A. is given by eq. (11) and Fb and F. are the spactrur.i s3-]Sp5-para:.:sters
characteristic of positron annihilations from the JJJocft and dcfiT.i-irspped
states, respectively. For any of these na3entun (or ensray-sfoifl') distribu-
tion shape-parameters, F, or the raan positron lifetir.a. •, i ts
to the total positron trapping rate, * t , is given fcy

where P can represent any F or *..

The trapping rate »-t, within the trapping node? [see eqs>. {9c} ar;d 113)3



1s proportional to the concentratiorTbf defect traps. For a single defect
type it is simply Kt = w tc t, where n t is the (specific) positron trapping
rate per unit defect concentration and ct is the defect-trap concentration.
For an ensemble of various defects (j) that trap positrons, *t = Z, » f y
where n^ and c* are the specific positron trapping rate of the jth^type
defect and the concentration of this defect, respectively. In such a
multi-defect trap situation, the values of ^ and Ft obtained from two-
state trapping-model analyses of PAS experiments are essentially weighted
averages of the T.'S or F.'s for the individual defect types present in
the system. Furthermore, in this case Kt is proportional to the total
concentration of defects that act as positron traps, with the proportionality
constant being an appropriately weighted average of the specific trapping
rates for the defect ensemble.

Thus in summary, the concentration of defects to which the positron
\s sensitive (e.g., vacancies, vacancy clusters, voids, dislocations)
can be monitored directly by experimental PAS determinations of K , or
somewhat less directly through I~ [see eqs. (8) and (9)]. In addition,
the nature of the defect being monitored by the positron can be deduced by
means of its characteristic positron-annihilation parameters t. = T^ or F+.
This combination of available information from PAS, regarding both the con-
centration and nature of the defects to which the positron is sensitive
forms the basis for the application of PAS to the study and characterization
of defects in metals.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF PAS TO DEFECTS

We now turn to some examples of the application of PAS to defects in metals;
applications that have direct bearing on the analysis of radiation damage.
It should first be pointed out, however, that the positron is not equally
sensitive to all lattice defects in metals, and in a very definite sense
this is one of the positive attributes of PAS as applied to defect studies.
While the positron is very sensitive to local regions of lower-than-average
electron density in metals, such as vacancies, small vacancy clusters,
voids or dislocation lines and jogs, it is essentially insensitive to regions
of higher-than-average electron density, as found at an interstitial or small



interstitial cluster. Thus, PAS is able to differentiate between the earliest

stages of vacancy and interstitial clustering in irradiated systems in a manner

not directly possible by resistometric techniques or transmission electron

microscopy.

A major application of PAS has been in the study of the physical pro-

perties of vacancies. A knowledge of these properties is necessary both for

an understanding of radiation-damage development in metals and in order to

be able to predict the behavior of complex defect systems in neutron-irradiated

metals from the results of model experiments in electron- or ion-irradiated

metals. The measurement of vacancy formation enthalpies, H , in metals by

PAS has been recently reviewed [6] and compared with other available techniques.

A typical set of experimental PAS Doppler-broadening data [17] for the measure-

ment of H in Cu is shown in fig. 6, in which a lineshape-parameter F(T),

defined by a region around AE=0, is plotted as a function of temperature, T.

At temperatures below ^500°C in Cu the positron is insensitive to the rather

low equilibrium concentration of vacancies (c < 10~ ) and, hence, F(T) is

simply Fb(T), the lineshape parameter corresponding to the positron annihilat-

ing in its Bloch state. The parameter F, (T) varies linearly with temperature

in this temperature region, as indicated by the lower dashed line in fig. 6,

a behavior which is theoretically understood [13,19] in terms of lattice

expansion and phonon-coupling effects. At the highest temperature, F(T)

approaches a saturation, indicated by the upper dashed line, which is re-

presentative of the lineshape parameter F (T), corresponding to the positron

annihilating from its vacancy-trapped state. The parameter F (T) is also

linearly temperature dependent, although more weakly so than ^ ( T ) , since

only lattice-expansion is expected to affect this parameter [11].

The temperature dependence of F(T) in the transition region of the

sigmoidal curve shown in fig. 6 between these two states is controlled by

the transition or trapping rate »cv(T) = uycy = p y exp(Sy/k) e x p H y k T ) ,

where the subscript v refers to the vacancy and the other quantities have

their usual meanings. Thus, an Arrhenius plot of these data, shown in fig. 7,

yields a straight line from which a value of H = 1.31 ± 0.05 eV has been

deduced [17] for Cu. A representative, but limited set of recent PAS results

for values of H in several metals is presented in table 1. It can be



TABLE 1.

Some recently measured values of the vacancy formation enthalpy, H , for

several metals by PAS

Metal

Al

Ag
Au
Cu
Ni
V
Nb
Mo
Ta
W

H^(eV)

0.66+0.02

0.16+0.02

0.97±0.01

1.31+0.05

1.74±0.06

2.1+0.2

2.6±0.3

3.0+0.2

2.8±0.6

4.0+0.3

Reference

[20]

[21]

[21]

[17]
[22]

[23]

[23]

• [23]

[23]

[23]

seen that PAS has been useful In deterining values of H in a variety of

metals, even the bcc refractory metals for which littla vacancy-formation

information had previously been available. These values for H when

combined with the results from tracer self-diffusion measurements of the

activation enthalpy for diffusion also yield values of the vacancy migration

enth Ipy, often the most reliable source of such information regarding

vacancy mobility in metals [6].

In addition to investigations of vacancy formation in pure metals, a

number of similar PAS measurements of vacancy formation in dilute alloys have

also been carried out. These have yielded information regarding the interaction

energies between a vacancy and a solute atom in the systems investigated,

since this interaction is responsible for an enhanced vacancy concentration

at a given temperature. The results of much of this work, and the basis upon

which the experiments have been analyzed, have been reviewed elsewhere [24].

PAS has also been applied quite extensively to post-irradiation annealing

behavior in metals, both in attempts to study the mobility of the atomic

defects produced by irradiation and to investigate the nature of the vacancy



rather well-established quantities and ©an tea 'us-eal te

l i fet ime experiments OH Irradiated we-tals, fon aNaiflpfl© iu)if •siwdh ip^yDils l[i);?;|

is p^5ented in f i g , 12, 1n which the Is^iiraflal-^uimeaiinii w , ) ^ i i w ©f Mrs

defect-trapped positron l i fe t ime, *» , and tfae. tFiteit^iitf ©f itihfa i'Wiftf>R?ft>U

I 2 , are shown for high-purity a-Fe electron irwUfatesi ^ *WQ iWffep.c\nit,

( i n i t i a l Frenkel-pair concentrations of n,§,? «<a n,y ^ W )., Jit werns

from f i g . 12 that vacancy clusters are feeling forroed an,

although these clusters with 250 < f^ < 3Qij) ps da mot appe^f te

defined three-dimensional voids, which would y ie ld a sn&mewfaaifc Diiii^ar l i f e -

time for positrons trapped therein. Furthermore, the înneallijifiig !>E])i)a.vfl<cir

of Ip in the low-dose sample, in combination with the ateence ^

in Tp at -vNOK, indicates that vacancy-interstit ial rewnMiPt i

at %140K in electron-irradiated «-Fe, This wor}>» and a iwrater i

various laboratories, points up a particular and uniqwe ^dvawt?!^

in the study and characterization of defects in Irradiated roetals,

the sensit ivity of the positron and i ts annihilation daaraeteHsties to

both individual vacancies and their clusters up to sizes large cwwg'ln to fov.

considered well-defined voids. This sensit iv i ty is wiiqm? to WIS in ccinpairi

with the more tradit ional techniques (e.g. , electr ical res1stemstry, trams-

mission electron microscopy, etc.) for defect and radiation damage

We f ina l ly turn to an example of a set of investigations on
IS ~2

during ischronal annealing following irradiat ion of Mo by 1.5 x 10 era ftstt;
•jo o

neutrons [27] or 2 x 10 cm electrons [28], the la t te r of which has been

futher quantitatively analyzed [29] in terms of the vacancy-clustering p rowls .

Figure 10 shows the post-irradiation annealing behavior of the defect-trapped!

positron l i fe t ime, x , in Mo from [27] and [28]. I t can be seen that while

T2 in the electron-irradiated case has an i n i t i a l value representative of

the vacancy in Mo, the i n i t i a l value of t^ in the neutron-irradiated case is

already considerably higher, indicating the void-l ike nature of the depleted

zones present in this case. Upon ageing at elevated temperatures, vacancy

precipitation into voids is indicated by the continuous increase of i ? up

to values -v450 ps. The rise of T^ above these values at higher temperatures

has subsequently been shown [30] to be due to impurity contamination of the

voids, an effect to which PAS is also quite sensitive and a potential ly



investigative tool.
In an attempt to make such PAS lifetime data more quantitatively useful

in investigating the void-formation process, theoretical estimates using the
jeTlium model have been made [29] of the positron lifetime in its void-
trapped state in Al and Mo as a function of the number (1...50) of vacancies
in assumed-spherical clusters, shown in fig. 11(a). The application of these
calculations to the results of [28] are showr in fig. ll(b)» in which the de-
duced number of vacancies in the (average) microvoid as a function of annealing
temperature is indicated. While these calculations are still rather crude,
especially in the case of very small clusters (e.g., divacancies and tri-
vacancies), they indicate clearly the additional potential of PAS as a detail-
ed quantitative tool for the analysis of defect-clustering processes in metals;
a potential th'it will be more fully realized with the availability of more
sophisticated theoretical models for positron annihilation in small vacancy
clusters.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is evident that positron annihilation spectroscopy
has already become a valuable technique in our arsenal of methods for the
study of atomic defects in metals. Owing to the ability of the positron to
localize in a variety of metal defects where it subsequently annihilates
yielding information regarding its local electronic environment, we now
have a new and unique tool available for radiation damage analysis in metals,
which both complements and supplements previously available methcu:*. Many
new advances in PAS experimental and theoretical techniques and additional
applications to problems concerning defects and microstructures in metals
are evolving in this rapidly developing area [31]. Nevertheless, it already
seems clear that in the future PAS will continue to increase its usefulness
for the characterization of defects and the study of radiation damage in
metals.
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Fig. 2 Positron density x J2Q in W in the Bloch state of the positron,
shown on a network of 25 atomic sites in the (001) plane
containing no vacancies; a is the volume of the primative unit
cell in which the calculated positron density is normalized;
from [11].



Fig. 3 Positron density x n in W in the vacancy-trapped state of the posi-
tron, shown on a network of 25 atomic sites in the (001) plane
with the vacancy at the center; n is the volume of the supercell
(see Ref. [11]) in which the calculated positron density is
normalized; from [11].
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Fig. 6 Doppler-broadening lineshape-parameter F(T) for Cu versus tempera-
ture , T, and the two-state trapping model fit to the data; from
[17].



Fig. 7 Arrhenius plot of the data and fit for Cu shcxn in fig. C;
[17].
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Fig. 8C (c) The lineshape-parameters I v and I g are indicated on Doppler-
broadened annihilation lines (spectra) for annealed (circles) and
electron-irradiated (triangles) Cu; from [5,25,26].
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Fig. 11B (b) A combination of the calculation results of [29] for Mo
shown in (a) and the experimental positron lifetimes from
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